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Abstract
We consider the problem of pretraining a two-001
stage open-domain question answering (QA)002
system (retriever + reader) with strong trans-003
fer capabilities. The key challenge is how004
to construct a large amount of high-quality005
question-answer-context triplets without task-006
specific annotations. Specifically, the triplets007
should align well with downstream tasks by:008
(i) covering a wide range of domains (for open-009
domain applications), (ii) linking a question to010
its semantically relevant context with support-011
ing evidence (for training the retriever), and012
(iii) identifying the correct answer in the con-013
text (for training the reader). Previous pre-014
training approaches generally fall short of one015
or more of these requirements. In this work,016
we automatically construct a large-scale cor-017
pus that meets all three criteria by consulting018
millions of references cited within Wikipedia.019
The well-aligned pretraining signals benefit020
both the retriever and the reader significantly.021
Our pretrained retriever leads to 2%-10% ab-022
solute gains in top-20 accuracy. And with our023
pretrained reader, the entire system improves024
by up to 4% in exact match.025

1 Introduction026

Open-domain question answering (QA) aims to ex-027

tract the answer to a question from a large set of028

passages. A simple yet powerful approach adopts a029

two-stage framework (Chen et al., 2017; Karpukhin030

et al., 2020), which first employs a retriever to fetch031

a small subset of relevant passages from large cor-032

pora (i.e., retriever) and then feeds them into a033

reader to extract an answer (text span) from them.034

Due to its simplicity, a sparse retriever such as035

TF-IDF/BM25 is generally used together with a036

trainable reader (Min et al., 2019). However, re-037

cent advances show that transformer-based dense038

retrievers trained on supervised data (Karpukhin039

et al., 2020) can greatly boost the performance,040

which better captures the semantic relevance be-041

tween the question and the correct passages. Such042

approaches, albeit promising, are restricted by the 043

limited amount of human annotated training data. 044

Inspired by the recent progresses of language 045

models pretraining (Devlin et al., 2019; Lee et al., 046

2019; Guu et al., 2020; Sachan et al., 2021), we 047

would like to address the following central ques- 048

tion: can we pretrain a two-stage open-domain QA 049

system (retriever + reader) without task-specific hu- 050

man annotations? Unlike general language models, 051

pretraining such a system that has strong transfer 052

capabilities to downstream open-domain QA tasks 053

is challenging. This is mainly due to the lack of 054

well-aligned pretraining supervision signals. In par- 055

ticular, we need the constructed pretraining dataset 056

(in the form of question-answer-context triplets) to: 057

(i) cover a wide range of domains (for open-domain 058

applications), (ii) link a question to its semantically 059

relevant context with supporting evidence (for train- 060

ing the retriever), and (iii) identify the correct an- 061

swer in the context (for training the reader). 062

There have been several recent attempts in ad- 063

dressing these challenges. ORQA (Lee et al., 2019) 064

creates pseudo query-passage pairs by randomly 065

sampling a sentence from a paragraph and treat- 066

ing the sampled sentence as the question while 067

the rest sentences as the context. REALM adopts 068

a retrieve-then-predict approach, where the con- 069

text is dynamically retrieved during training and 070

an encoder (reader) predicts the masked token in 071

the question based on the retrieved context. The 072

retriever pretraining signals constructed in these 073

approaches are not aligned with question-context 074

pairs in open-domain QA settings. For example, as 075

shown in Figure 1, the context (in blue color) of 076

ORQA pretraining data instance does not contain 077

direct supporting evidence to the question. Like- 078

wise, the dynamically retrieved context in REALM 079

cannot be guaranteed to contain direct supporting 080

evidence either. In addition, existing pretraining 081

methods (Lee et al., 2019; Guu et al., 2020) mostly 082

focus on the retriever and do not jointly provide 083
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Question: The boarding crew freed 14 Iranian and Pakistani
fishermen who had been held as hostages for over two months.

Pretraining Data Instance

On 7 January 2012, Absalon intercepted and boarded a
Somali pirate mother ship in the Indian Ocean. The boarding
crew freed 14 Iranian and Pakistani fishermen who had been
held as hostages for over two months.[18] On 30 November
2015, Minister of Defence Peter Christensen, announced
that Absalon was to be moved to the Mediterranean Sea...

HDMS Absalon (F341)
Wikipedia

the free
encyclopedia

A Sampled Wikipedia Article

Reference

(Posted 2012-01-08) The Danish navy says it has captured
a suspect pirate mothership off the Horn of Africa and
rescued 14 people who were being held hostage on it. The
navy says its warship HDMS Absalon, which participates in
NATO’s Ocean Shield anti-piracy force, encountered the
ship Saturday and the crew boarded it.

Context: On 7 January 2012, Absalon intercepted ...On 30  
November 2015,Minister of Defence Peter Christensen ... 

Question: The boarding crew freed [MASK] Iranian and Pakistani
fishermen who had been held as hostages for over two months.
Answer: 14

Question: The boarding crew freed how many Iranian and Pakistani
fishermen who had been held as hostages for over two months.
Answer: 14
Context: (Posted 2012-01-08) The Danish navy says it has captured
a suspect pirate mothership off the Horn of Africa and rescued 14
people who were being held hostage on it...

ORQA: Inverse-Cloze Task

REALM: Retrieval-augmented Masked Language Modeling

C-MORE: Consulting Millions of References 
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[18] "Danish warship captures suspected pirate mothership," 
 Worldnews.com. 8 January 2012
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Figure 1: Different pretraining methods for open-domain QA. Our C-MORE pretrains both retriever and reader by
using direct signals extracted from millions of references cited in the verified knowledge source.

direct pretraining signals for the reader (Figure 1).084

To meet all three aforementioned criteria, we085

propose a pretraining approach named Consulting086

Millions Of REferences (C-MORE), which auto-087

matically constructs pretraining data with well-088

aligned supervision signals (Figure 1). Specifically,089

we first extract three million statement-reference090

pairs from Wikipedia along with its cited refer-091

ences. Then, we transform them into question-092

answer-context triplets by replacing a potential093

answer span in the statement (e.g., “14” in the094

Figure 1) by an interrogative phrase (e.g, “how095

many”). Such kind of pseudo triplets are in the096

exact same form as human-annotated ones, and097

the question is linked to the context that contains098

the most direct-supporting evidence, a highly de-099

sirable feature for open-domain QA tasks. We100

experiment the pretraining with a widely-adopted101

open-domain QA system, Dense Passage Retriever102

(DPR) (Karpukhin et al., 2020). The experimen-103

tal results show that our pretrained retriever not104

only outperforms both sparse and dense retrieval105

baselines in the zero-shot retrieval setting (2%-10%106

absolute gain in top-20 accuracy), but also leads to107

further improvement in the downstream task fine-108

tuning. By integrating with our pretrained reader,109

the entire open-domain pretraining improves the110

end-to-end QA performance by 4% in exact match.111

2 Method112

Recall that we want to automatically construct a113

large-scale open-domain QA pretraining dataset114

that satisfies three criteria: (i) The dataset should115

cover a wide range of domains for the open-domain116

QA purpose. (ii) The context passage is semanti-117

cally relevant to the question and contains direct118

supporting evidence for answering the question.119

(iii) The correct answer span in the context passage120

for answering the question should also be identi- 121

fied for training the reader. This section first dis- 122

cusses how to extract a large amount of statement- 123

reference pairs from the Wikipedia and then explain 124

how to construct pseudo question-answer-context 125

triplets for pretraining open-domain QA systems. 126

2.1 Statement-Reference Pairs Collection 127

Wikipedia articles usually contain a list of knowl- 128

edge sources (references) at the end that are verified 129

by human editors to support the statements in the 130

articles (Li et al., 2020). And the reference docu- 131

ments always consist of strong supporting evidence 132

to the statements. For example, as shown in Figure 133

1, the document (in green color) contains the di- 134

rect evidence “...rescued 14 people who were being 135

held hostage on it...” to support the query (red text) 136

“The boarding crew freed 14 Iranian and Pakistani 137

fishermen who had been held as hostages over two 138

months”. Additionally, such knowledge sources 139

are often organized in a good structure and can be 140

automatically extracted and processed. Moreover, 141

the statement-reference pairs in Wikipedia cover 142

a wide range of topics and domains. Thus, when 143

converted into question-context pairs, they satisfy 144

the first two criteria and are suitable for training an 145

accurate dense retriever at a large scale. 146

In our study, we extract around six million 147

statement-reference pairs from Wikipedia. We 148

filter the pairs whose reference documents are 149

not reachable and finally obtain around three mil- 150

lion statement-reference pairs (see statistics in Ap- 151

pendix Table 3). The data collection method we 152

proposed is very general and therefore can be 153

easily extended to other domains, e.g., WikiEM 154

(wikem.org) for medical domain or other languages, 155

e.g., Baidu Baike (baike.baidu.com) for Chinese. 156
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2.2 QAC Triplets Construction157

We now explain how to further convert the158

statement-reference pairs into question-answer-159

context pairs. Inspired by previous unsupervised160

extractive QA work (Lewis et al., 2019), we extract161

entities as potential answers to construct pseudo162

question-answer-context pairs where an answer163

span is extracted from the context given an question164

to accommodate the extractive QA setting. Specif-165

ically, we first adopt an off-the-shelf named en-166

tity recognition tool spaCy (Honnibal and Montani,167

2017) to identify entities in each query. Next, we168

filter the entities that do not appear in the evidence169

based on string matching. If multiple entities are170

found, we sample one of them as the potential an-171

swer to the query. The sampled entity in the query172

is replaced by an interrogative phrase based on173

the entity type (e.g., a [DATE] entity will be re-174

placed by phrases such as “when”, “what time”,175

“what date”. In this way, we can construct question-176

answer-context triplets to train open-domain QA177

models. See more question reformation rules in178

Appendix Table 4).179

3 Experiment180

3.1 Experimental Setup181

Pretraining Model Architecture. Since concep-182

tually the construed triplets is in the same format as183

the annotated QA data, they can be used to pretrain184

any existing neural open-domain QA model. Here,185

we adopt DPR (Karpukhin et al., 2020), which con-186

sists of a dual-encoder as the retriever and a BERT187

reader, considering its effectiveness and popularity.188

Specifically, the retriever first retrieves top-k (up189

to 400 in our experiment) passages, and the reader190

assigns a passage score to each retrieved passage191

and extracts an answer with a span score. The span192

with the highest passage selection score is regarded193

as the final answer. The reader and retriever can194

be instantiated with different models and we use195

BERT-base-uncased for both of them follow-196

ing (Karpukhin et al., 2020).197

Pretraining Data Processing. For our extracted198

pseudo question-answer-context triplets, some-199

times the context (reference document) is too long200

to fit into a standard BERT (maximum 512 tokens)201

in the DPR model. Thus, we chunk a long docu-202

ment into 128-word text blocks with a stride of 64.203

Then we calculate relevance scores (using BM25)204

of the derived blocks with the question and select205

the most relevant block as the context. Note that206

the retrieval step is done within the single docu- 207

ment (usually less than 10 text blocks). In contrast, 208

the baseline model (Section 3.2) - sparse retriever 209

BM25 - looks up the entire knowledge corpus (20M 210

text blocks). In this way, we can automatically col- 211

lect the most relevant context that directly supports 212

the query from a long article. 213

Finetuning QA Datasets. We consider three pop- 214

ular open-domain QA datasets for finetuning: Nat- 215

uralQuestions (NQ) (Kwiatkowski et al., 2019), 216

TriviaQA (TQA) (Joshi et al., 2017), and WebQues- 217

tions (WebQ) (Berant et al., 2013), whose statistics 218

are shown in Appendix (Table 3). 219

Following the setting of DPR (Karpukhin et al., 220

2020), we use the Wikipedia as the knowledge 221

source and split Wikipedia articles into 100-word 222

units for retrieval. All the datasets we use are the 223

processed versions from the DPR implementation. 224

Implementation Details. For pretraining, we set 225

training epochs to 3, batch size to 56 for retrievers 226

and 16 for readers, and learning rate to 2e-5. We 227

select the best checkpoint based on the pretraining 228

dev set. For finetuning, we use the same set of 229

hyperparameters as the original DPR paper. For 230

comparing baselines ORQA and REALM, we repli- 231

cate the results based on their released checkpoints. 232

3.2 Retrieval Performance 233

We consider three settings to demonstrate the use- 234

fulness of our pretrained retriever. 235

Unsupervised. We assume no annotated training 236

QA pairs are available. In this setting, We compare 237

our method with existing unsupervised retrievers: 238

a sparse retriever BM25 and two pretrained dense 239

retrievers ORQA and REALM. 240

Domain Adaptation. We consider the condition 241

in which there are QA training pairs in the source 242

domain but no training data in the target domain. 243

The task is to obtain good retrieval performance on 244

the target test set only using source training data. 245

We compare our method with two baselines: one 246

is to directly train a dense retriever on the source 247

domain while the other is to first pretrain a dense re- 248

triever on our constructed corpus and then finetune 249

it on the source domain training set. 250

Supervised. In this setting, all the annotated QA 251

training instances are used. Similar to the previous 252

setting, we compare a supervised retriever with and 253

without our C-MORE pretraining. 254

For all settings, we report the top-k retrieval 255

accuracy (k ∈ {20, 100}) on the test set following 256
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Settings Methods Training
Data

Top-20 Accuracy Top-100 Accuracy
NQ TQA WebQ NQ TQA WebQ

Unsupervised

BM25 - 59.1* 66.9* 55.0* 73.7* 76.7* 71.1*
ORQA (Lee et al., 2019) Wikipedia 32.5 52.5 38.6 51.4 70.5 58.9
REALM (Guu et al., 2020) CCNews 57.1 67.6 58.3 72.2 78.3 75.6
C-MORE Wikipedia 61.9 72.2 62.7 75.8 81.3 78.5

Domain
Aaptation

DPR-NQ NaturalQuestion - 69.7 69.0 - 79.2 78.8
+ w/ C-MORE + Wikipedia - 72.8 71.2 - 81.6 81.3
DPR-TQA TriviaQA 69.2 - 71.5 80.3 - 81.0
+ w/ C-MORE + Wikipedia 71.0 - 74.3 81.7 - 83.2
DPR-WebQ WebQ 56.1 66.1 - 70.7 77.6 -
+ w/ C-MORE + Wikipedia 67.3 74.2 - 79.2 82.6 -

Supervised DPR-supervised Supervised Data 78.4* 79.4* 73.2* 85.4* 85.0* 81.4*
+ w/ C-MORE + Wikipedia 80.3 81.3 75.0 86.7 85.9 83.2

Table 1: Overall retrieval performance of different models. Results marked with “*” are from DPR (Karpukhin
et al., 2020), and “-” means it does not apply to the current setting.

(Karpukhin et al., 2020). See the overall retrieval257

performance of different models in each setting in258

Table 1. We have the following observations.259

In the unsupervised setting, compared with the260

strong sparse retrieval baseline BM25, our pre-261

trained dense retriever shows significant improve-262

ment. For example, we obtain around 7% absolute263

improvement in terms of both Top-20 and Top-100264

accuracy on the WebQuestion dataset. Compared265

with pretrained dense retrievers (i.e., ORQA and266

REALM), our pretrained model outperforms them267

by a large margin. This is not surprising as our268

pretraining data contain better aligned retrieval su-269

pervision signals: reference documents often have270

supporting evidence for the question while their271

retrieval training signals are relatively indirect.272

In the domain adaptation and supervised set-273

tings, our pretrained dense retriever provides a bet-274

ter finetuning initialization and leads to improve-275

ment compared with randomly initialized DPR276

models. Another surprising result is that our pre-277

trained dense retriever even outperforms some DPR278

domain adaptation models. For example, on the279

TriviaQA testing set, our pretrained DPR model280

achieves 72.2% top-20 and 81.3% top-100 accu-281

racy while the DPR-NQ model obtains 69.7% and282

79.2% respectively. This indicates that our pre-283

trained dense retriever can generalize well even284

without using any annotated QA instances.285

All the results demonstrate the usefulness and286

generalization of our pretrained dense retriever for287

open-domain QA tasks.288

3.3 End-to-End QA performance289

We now examine how our pretrained retriever290

and reader improve the end-to-end QA perfor-291

mance, measured in exact match (EM). The re-292

sults are shown in Table 2, from which we make293

the following observations. (i) Surprisingly, our294

Row Retriever Reader NQ TQA WebQP F P F
1 3 7 3 7 11.3 24.8 4.5
2 7 7 7 3 32.6 52.4 29.9
3 3 7 7 3 35.3 55.1 32.1
4 7 3 7 3 41.5 56.8 34.6
5 3 3 7 3 41.9 58.6 35.6
6 3 3 3 3 41.6 60.3 38.6

Table 2: End-to-end QA performance based on differ-
ent retrievers and readers. P: Pretraining. F: Finetun-
ing. The retriever of Row 2 is BM25, which does not
involve either pretraining or finetuning.

fully-unsupervised system (pretrained retriever + 295

pretrained reader) shows a certain level of open- 296

domain QA ability (see row #1). For example, on 297

TriviaQA, our fully-unsupervised system can an- 298

swer around 25% of questions correctly. (ii) Com- 299

pared to the system with BM25 retriever (row #2), 300

the one with our pretrained dense retriever (line 301

#3) retrieves more relevant passages, leading to 302

better QA performance. (iii) Initializing either the 303

retriever or the reader from our pretrained check- 304

point can lead to further improvement (rows #4-#6). 305

For example, on the TriviaQA and WebQuestion 306

datasets, our entire pipeline pretrain leads to about 307

4% absolute gain in terms of EM. 308

4 Conclusion 309

This paper proposes an effective approach for pre- 310

training open-domain QA systems. Specifically, 311

we automatically construct three million pseudo 312

question-answer-context triplets from Wikipedia 313

that align well with open-domain QA tasks. Exten- 314

sive experiments show that pretraining a widely- 315

used open-domain QA model (DPR) on our con- 316

structed data achieves promising performance gain 317

in both retrieval and QA accuracies. Future work 318

includes exploring the effectiveness of the con- 319

structed data on more open-domain QA models. 320
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A Appendix395

Data Type Dataset Train Dev Test
Pretraining Our WikiRef 2.96M 40K -

Finetuning
QA Data

NaturalQuestion 58,880 8,757 3,610
TriviaQA 60,413 8,837 11,313
WebQuestion 2,474 361 2,032

Table 3: Statistics of pretraining and finetuning data.

NER Type Candidate Question Phrases
CARDINAL "what",

DATE
"when","what time",
"what date",

EVENT
"what event","what",
"which event",

FAC "where","what buildings",
GPE "where", "what country",
LANGUAGE "what language","which language",
LAW "which law","what law",

LOC
"where", "what location",
"which place", "what place",

MONEY "how much money","how much",
NORP "what", "what groups", "where",
ORDINAL "what rank","what",

ORG
"which organization",
"what organization", "what",

PERCENT "what percent", "what percentage",
PERSON "who", "which person",
PRODUCT "what", "what product",
QUANTITY "how many", "how much",
TIME "when", "what time",
WORK_OF_ART "what", "what title"

Table 4: Question phrase replacement rules for differ-
ent types of entities.
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